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INTRODUCTION

This contract is supported by DOE and DOD/DARPA funds. The
objective of the DOE program is to advance the direct carbonate
fuel cell technology to a level suitable for commercial entry.
The specific objectives of the DOD’s initiative on 2 MW Fuel Cell
Fixed Base Power Plant are:

A. To provide a detailed engineering design, development and
cost estimate of the 2 MW fuel cell fixed base dual fuel power
plant for DOD applications. Installation and operational support
systems will also be developed.

B. To construct a full-size MW-class dual fuel power plant
simulator.

These objectives are planned to be achieved in the program
coordinated with the Department of Energy, which has been funding
a multiyear natural gas fueled direct fuel cell power plant
program (DE-FC21-95MC31184)for civilian applications. Because
many DARPA and DOE objectives are similar~ the coordinated
program activities are considered the most cost-effective for
accomplishment of the program objectives. The DARPA/DOE joint
program was launched in 1994. The DOE part of the program is
expected to continue to the year 2000. The final output of this
DOE program is to construct and operate a 2 MW power plant on an
East Coast site. The site will be accessible to DOD
energy/environmental systems base planners and logistics
personnel as well as mission and policy planners to refine
deployment configurations of this new power generation system for
fixed base applications.

A dual fuel fixed base design for military fuels operation, as
well as support system logistics will be the key deliverables
for the DARPA part of the program. The DARPA-sponsored program
accomplishments are printed in italics in this technical progress
report and identified by an encircled “A”at the right hand
margin.

TASK 1 NEPA INFORMATION. This task is designed to develop
environmental information for NEPA review. The NEPA review was
planned to be carried out in stages: the first stage for the
existing laboratory test facilities and the landfill-gas test
site and the second for the power plant demonstration site at
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute
or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or reflect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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Danbury, CT. Based on environmental impact assessment
information provided to DOE/FETC, a Categorical Exclusion B
Recommendation was received for testing at ERC laboratory and
Anoka landfill gas sites. The NEPA clearance, a Categorical
Exclusion B Recommendation, was also received for the MW-Class
power plant test at the Danbury, CT site.

This task is essentially completed.

TASK 2 PRODUCT DEFINITION AND PLANNING. ERC plans to offer a
standard 2.85 MW size power plant with optional configurations at
additional cost. The standard power plant requirements and
specifications have been defined based on preliminary design and
customer surveys. Activities to develop plans for product
supply, distribution, and servicing are also part of this task.

No major activity was carried out during the reporting period.

TASK 3 SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS. The final design of modular,
multifueled market entry MW-Class product will be developed in
this task. The power plant design will include a diesel fuel
processing option to allow dual fuel fixed DOD base applications.
At this time, design of the baseline natural gas power plant is
being developed in collaboration with Fluor Daniel, Inc. The
final design of the power plant has been completed. The diesel
fuel processing information was developed experimentally under a
parallel program. Using these inputs, the baseline design will
be modified as necessary to define a dual fuel power plant
design.

Following completion of the final design of the baseline natural
gas power plant, the prototype product demonstration plant
specific design activities are being carried out under this task.
The design and construction of the MW-Class power plant simulator
are focused under Task 4.

No major activity was carried out during the reporting period.

TASK 4 MANUFACTURING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT. Manufacturing process
development activities are planned for cost reduction, cell area
scale upl manufacturing and material recycle processes
development, quality improvement, and commercial manufacturing
facility design. A MW-Class power plant simulator which would
also provide conditioning of stack modules will be designed and
constructed under this task. The current reporting period
activities also focused on.power plant simulator design and
construction. The specific accomplishments are discussed next.

In pursuit of material cost reduction, a meeting was held with a
design company to review their proposal for the electrolyte
manufacturing system which will be implemented in-house.
Implementation of this manufacturing line in-house will allow ERC
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to achieve commercial cost goal for the electrolyte.
Qualification of second vendors for bipolar plate welding and
aluminization of plate edges is in progress. Additional bipolar
plates were fabricated and supplied to the vendors.
Transitioning to a high rate horizontal milling process for cell
matrix slurry preparation is being pursued. Materials were
supplied to the horizontal mill vendor to conduct experiments
required for the completion of scale-up of equipment at the
Torrington manufacturing facility. Cell testing of anode samples
laminated with alternate low-cost support materials continues
successfully.

Ml?-Classpower plant simulator design and construction
accomplishments include: 1) bid summaries prepared for
preconverter, oxidizer, electric heaters, distributed control
system (DCS) and high performance butterfly valves, 2) piping B
drawings issued for ERC review, and 3) instrument material
specification revision 2 drawings issued. Man-hour estimate for
configuration and programming of DCS is also in preparation.

TASK 5 ASSEMBLY AND PACKAGING. Efforts have been planned to
develop efficiently packaged stack and balance-of-plant (BOP)
equipment module designs for use in commercial as well as DOD
fixed based dual fuel power plants. The stack module in the
commercial design is an internally insulated cylindrical
container having four stacks, as compared to the rectangular base
with four individually insulated stacks for the Santa Clara
Demonstration Project. This design has increased the cell
packaging density by a factor of nine, on an equal footprint
basis. The preliminary design of the stack module”has been
completed and the final design is near completion. In parallel,
efforts have been launched to design and manufacture the stack
module simulator. The reporting period accomplishments are
discussed next.

The multistack modules will use the similar insulation design as
being evaluated in the full-size stack tests. The module
(consisting of base, enclosure, and insulation) is reuseable
while the stacks are replaced after the useful life of about five
years. However, a checkout of the enclosure vessel for material
integrity and the insulation for thermal performance are required
for quality assurance purposes. An ultrasound for material check
and an infrared for thermal analysis were identified as
techniques for this quality checkout procedure. The enclosure
used in Stack FA-1OO-HS test is planned for reuse in the next
Stack FA-1OO-1 test. Stack FA-1OO-HS enclosure was used to
evaluate these non–destructive verification methods. The
ultrasound test showed adequate material strength and the
infrared temperature mapping verified insulation performance of
the used Stack FA-1OO-HS enclosure and qualified its use in the
subsequent Stack FA-1OO-1 test.
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TASK 6 TEST FACILITY DEVELOPMENT. ERC has a subscale power
plant for simulation of BOP equipment, full-size stack module,
and power plant control and operational parameters. This plant
is being modified to represent the commercial power plant design
and to accept 9000 cm2 area stacks with a capacity up to 400kW.
The modifications include the replacement of the fuel delivezy
system, oxidizer catalyst, flow control hardware, load bank, fuel
preconverter, and piping. The control system will be enhanced to
allow for automatic startup, shutdown, load change, and steady
stack operations.

Following the modification, the power plant simulator is now
being used for evaluation of the 400 kW-Class balance-of-plant
(BOP) equipment and 9000 cm2 area full-height stacks. During
this reporting period, the installation of the inverter system
was completed and initial testing started. Also, the final power
plant BOP ‘!HotTestn was completed to verify system operability
for the upcoming Stack FA-1OO-1 test. The major goals for the
BOP ‘~ot Test” were verification of low flow methane control
during conditioning, final procedure validation for plant trips
and subsequent restarts, simulated power load ramps, continued
operator training, and operation of the inverter system for
electrical power quality check. All of the above were
successfully demonstrated and the power plant acceptance phase
has been completed.

Activities for the next reporting period include installation,
start-up, and testing of Stack FA-1OO-1.

TASK 7 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT, IMPROVEMENT AND VERIFICATION.
This task consists of stack and BOP equipment design development
for dual fuel operation, followed by a full-size commercial
prototype power plant field verification. Specific
accomplishments of the reporting are discussed below.

Efforts are underway to improve the endurance of the direct
internal reforming (DIR) catalyst by adding a small quantity of
an active metal. Accelerated out-of-cell tests in presence of
electrolyte to study the sensitivity of the active metal
concentration on catalyst performance decay rate have concluded.
A modifi,edcatalyst batch based on these test results has been
prepared for further evaluation of the catalyst in a single cell
test. The test will begin in the next reporting period.

A manifold gasket assembly is used to form seal for reactant
gases at the stack manifold interface. The uniformity of the
stack sealing surface directly affects the seal performance. A
TQM task force evaluated the sealing surfaces of the previously
tested Stack FA-1OO-HS and recommended actions to improve the
surface uniformity for the commercial protot~e full-size Stack
FA-1OO-1. The actions included reductions in bipolar ~late
dimensional variations and modification of the
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Stack FA-1OO-1 has been assembled and compressed, and gas sealing
surface characterization has been completed. As expected, the
sealing surface uniformity has been improved by a factor of two
compared to Stack FA-1OO-HS. A better manifold gas sealing
efficiency is expected as a result of this development.
Additional improvement is expected after bipolar plate
manufacturing is automated and the dimensional tolerances are
further reduced.

Pipe dielectrics are used to electrically isolate the stack from
the BOP equipment. The baseline design needs to be improved for
longer life. A unique high temperature design with a different
brazing material has been identified. A 20 cm (8 in) pipe
dielectric brazing joint using the new material and a modified
design geometry (to accommodate the thermal expansion mismatch
between alumina and the new material) has been fabricated. This
fabricated sample joint was subjected to 10 thermal cycles in the
temperature range of 100 to 650”C in out-of-cell testing. No
changes in gas sealing efficiency and mechanical integrity were
detected. This newly developed pipe dielectric is expected to
provide long stable operation.

Stack FA-5-6 is a one-year endurance test of the cell component
design for the next full-size Stack FA-1OO-1 that is planned to
validate the commercial stack design. Stack FA-5-6 has now
logged 6800 hot hours, with 6400 hours at the set endurance
conditions. Endurance conditions are a current density of 136
mA/cm2 and 73% utilization of fuel and oxidant (carbon dioxide).
The average cell potential at endurance conditions is now 758 mV
and power output is >8kW. Power output has been stable with a
0.24% change per 1000 hours of operation. Methane reforming
conversion has remained high throughout the test and is presently
97.6%. Testing will continue to analyze the stability of this
stack design.

As reported above, the full-height Stack FA–1OO-1 (340 cells,
9000 cm2 nominal) has been assembled, compressed and manifolded.
The final assembly including stack instrumentation is in
progress.
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